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encryption, plays an invaluable role in 
modern nanophotonics.[1–4] Recently, 
metasurfaces composed of planar sub-
wavelength artificial nanostructures have 
shown great precision and exceptional 
capabilities for light intensity manipu-
lation. Metasurfaces for frequency-
selective transmission, reflection, and 
perfect absorption have been widely 
proposed over the past few years, have 
shown great advantages, and have had 
a strong impact in the field of optical 
filters.[5–10] Currently, the intensity of 
the transmitted or reflected light can be 
directly manipulated on the microscale 
by utilizing the anisotropic optical reso-
nance of nanostructures, which largely 
improves the application of metasurfaces 
in polarization-encoded imaging and 
anti-counterfeiting.[11–15] However, due to 
the weak interactions between light and 
the metasurfaces, full and broadband 

manipulation of light intensity on the microscale with a high 
manipulation depth has yet to be reported.

Recent advances in few-layer metasurfaces have shown some 
advantages for meeting this challenge. The resonance coupling 
effect and the optical wave interference effect in few-layer meta-
surfaces can significantly enhance the interaction between light 
and nanostructures, which results in an improvement in the 
working efficiency and controllability of light manipulation.[16] 
Compared with metasurfaces, recent approaches have proven 
that few-layer metasurfaces provide more freedom for manip-
ulating light in both single and multiple dimensions, leading 
to many new optical functionalities and phenomena.[17–24] 
Due to the rapid development of few-layer metasurfaces, they 
have attracted wide interest among the scientific community 
for broadband manipulation of light intensity.[25–29] Huang 
et al. proposed bilayer metasurfaces to enable dual and broad-
band antireflection in the terahertz and mid-infrared spectral 
ranges.[27] Hu et al. utilized bilayer metasurfaces to demonstrate 
broadband optical band-rejection filters in the near-infrared 
spectral range.[28] Most of these works focused on control-
ling the reflected light intensity. Full and broadband intensity  
manipulation of transmitted light has yet to be reported. 
Moreover, few-layer metasurfaces for full and broadband 
manipulation of the spatial distribution of light intensity are 
also desirable and need to be further validated by theoretical 
analysis and experimental measurements.

Here, we provide an effective approach to realize full and 
broadband transmission intensity manipulation of linearly 

Realizing the arbitrary manipulation of light intensity on the microscale is a 
fundamental requirement for the miniaturization and integration of optical 
devices, which would have a substantial impact in the fields of high-resolution 
imaging and information encryption. Metasurfaces, which have unprecedented 
capabilities for light manipulation, provide an alternative way to achieve this 
requirement. Here, alignment-free bilayer metasurfaces composed of aluminum 
nanorods are utilized to realize full and broadband polarization-selective 
transmission of optical waves in the near-infrared band. By independently 
adjusting the orientation angle of each nanorod, it is demonstrated that the 
proposed design is an appealing alternative for realizing arbitrary intensity 
manipulation of linearly polarized light; further, it is experimentally validated that 
the proposed bilayer metasurfaces can be widely used for microscale modulation 
of light intensity, gray imaging with high resolution, optical polarization 
encoding, and anti-counterfeiting. The proposed bilayer metasurfaces pave 
the way for implementing the arbitrary manipulation of light intensity on the 
microscale.
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Light Intensity Manipulation

Controlling the spatial distribution of light intensity on the 
microscale, which can be widely used in optical imaging and 
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polarized light in the near-infrared band by utilizing bilayer 
metasurfaces composed of aluminum (Al) nanorods. By com-
bining the anisotropic resonance of the nanorods with the 
optical wave interference in the two layers, broadband polari-
zation-selective transmission can be achieved. The proposed 
bilayer metasurfaces can be treated as a broadband linear polar-
izer in the near-infrared band. The simulation results show that 
the manipulation depth of the polarization-selective transmis-
sion in the proposed bilayer metasurfaces is greater than 98% 
from 1050 to 1350 nm with a working efficiency of greater than 
90%, which has been validated by the experimental results. 
By utilizing the proposed design, the transmission intensity 
of linearly polarized light can be fully manipulated by simply 
changing the orientation angle of the nanorods. Further, we 
experimentally validate that the proposed bilayer metasurfaces 
can be used for microscale modulation of light intensity, gray 
imaging with high resolution, optical polarization encoding, 
and anti-counterfeiting.

A schematic of the designed periodic bilayer metasurface is 
shown in Figure 1. The proposed bilayer metasurface, which 
is prepared on a SiO2 substrate, consists of two layers of alu-
minum nanorods that are embedded in an SU-8 polymer. The 
nanorods are located at the centers of the hexagonal unit cell 
a a( 230 3nm)1 2= = . The length, width, and thickness of the 

nanorods are L = 270 nm, w = 80 nm, and t = 30 nm, respec-
tively. The distance between the two layers of nanorods and 
the thickness of the SU-8 polymer coating the upper layer of 
nanorods are both equal to 100 nm. The anisotropic resonance 
of the aluminum nanorods can be enhanced by the optical 
wave interference between the two layers, resulting in broad-
band polarization-selective transmission. For linearly polarized 
incident light with a polarization angle equal to α (the angle 
between the polarization direction of incident light and the x-
axis), the intensity of the transmitted light can be expressed as 

I = Asin2α, where A is the transmission intensity for α equal to 
90°. The inset in Figure 1 shows a scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) image of the top view of the fabricated periodic 
bilayer metasurface that was taken after the experimental 
measurements. To clearly observe the aluminum nanorods 
in the upper layer, the SU-8 polymer with thickness approxi-
mately equal to 150 nm was etched by oxygen plasma. Then, a 
very thin layer of platinum was coated onto the surface of the 
sample. However, due to the small atomic contrast between the 
Al nanorods and SU-8 polymer and the smooth sample mor-
phology, the aluminum nanorods in the bottom layer could 
not be observed in the SEM image. The white dots in the SEM 
image come from the etching residue of the SU-8 polymer. To 
analyze the optical response of the proposed periodic bilayer 
metasurface, numerical simulations were conducted using 
finite differential time domain methods. The optical constants 
of aluminum were taken from Palik’s handbook.[30] The refrac-
tive index of the SiO2 substrate was taken as 1.51, while the 
refractive index of the SU-8 polymer was taken as 1.48.

First, we simulated the transmission coefficients of the Jones 
matrix T of the proposed bilayer metasurface.[18] Figure 2a 
shows the simulated results of the modular square tij = |Tij|2 
of the transmission coefficients. The simulated results indi-
cate that the proposed bilayer metasurface can be treated as a 
linear polarizer for wavelengths from 1050 to 1350 nm with a 
working efficiency of greater than 90%, whose T matrix can be 
expressed as

0
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This indicates that the transmission axis of the proposed 
bilayer metasurface is perpendicular to the long axis of the 
nanorods. Further simulation analysis indicates that incident 
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Figure 1. A schematic of the polarization-selective transmission in the designed periodic bilayer metasurface. The transmittance can be expressed as 
a function of the polarization direction of the linearly polarized incident light over a broad bandwidth. Insets: SEM image of the fabricated periodic 
bilayer metasurface (bottom left) and a schematic of the designed bilayer metasurface (top right).
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waves with a polarization direction along the long axis of the 
nanorods are mainly reflected and partly absorbed by the 
designed bilayer metasurface. For linearly polarized incident 
light with a polarization angle equal to α, the Jones vector J can 
be expressed as

cos
sinin
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Then, we can obtain the Jones vector of the transmitted light
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The total intensity of the transmitted light can then be deter-
mined by

I Asin2α=  (4)

where A = |Tyy|2 is the transmittance when the polarization 
angle α of the linearly polarized incident light is equal to 90°. 
Equation (4) reveals the polarization-selective transmission of 
the proposed periodic bilayer metasurface. Figure 2b shows 
the simulated transmission spectra under linearly polarized 
illumination with different polarization angles, which further 
validates the broadband and full intensity manipulation of the 

transmitted light in the proposed periodic bilayer metasurface. 
To visually describe the relationship between the polarization 
angle of the incident light and the intensity of the transmitted 
light, the transmittance as a function of the polarization angle 
α at 1100, 1200, and 1300 nm is shown in Figure 2c. The results 
indicate the good consistency between the simulated results 
and the calculated results at different incident wavelengths. 
To show the advantages of the bilayer design for light inten-
sity manipulation by utilizing polarization-selective transmis-
sion, we compare the transmission ratio (defined as (tyy−txx)/tyy) 
between metasurfaces composed of a single layer of nanorods and 
bilayer nanorods in Figure 2d. The transmission ratio is greater 
than 98% for wavelengths from 1050 to 1350 nm for the proposed 
periodic bilayer metasurface. This result indicates that the trans-
mission ratio is significantly improved over a broad bandwidth by 
utilizing the bilayer design. The broadband enhancement of the 
polarization-selective transmission in the proposed bilayer design 
is mainly attributed to the interference between the multiple 
reflections and the direct reflection (see Figure S1 in the Sup-
porting Information). From the simulated results (see Figure S2 
in the Supporting Information), we further validate that the optical 
functionality of the proposed bilayer metasurface remains con-
stant when the incident angle of the illumination is no more than 
50°. The simulation results also indicate that the optical func-
tionality of the proposed bilayer metasurface has a low require-
ment regarding the alignment of the nanorods in the two layers  
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Figure 2. The simulated results for the polarization-selective transmission of the designed bilayer metasurface in which the long axis of the nanorods 
is along the x-axis. a) The simulated results of the modular square tij = |Tij|2 of the transmission coefficients of the bilayer metasurface. b) The simulated 
results of the transmittances under linearly polarized illumination with different polarization angles. c) The transmittances as a function of polarization 
angle α of linearly polarized incident light at 1100, 1200, and 1300 nm. The line denotes the I ∝ sin2α dependence. d) Comparison of the transmission 
ratio (tyy−txx)/tyy between metasurfaces with a single layer and a bilayer of the nanorods. The shaded region denotes the wavelengths with a transmis-
sion ratio greater than 98% for the bilayer metasurface.
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(see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). These results 
prove that the proposed bilayer metasurface can be utilized to 
realize full intensity manipulation of the transmitted light with 
the advantages of a compact design, a simple unit structure, 
having low cost, being alignment free, having a broadband and 
wide-angle optical response.

Experimental verification of the polarization-selective trans-
mission in the designed bilayer metasurface is shown in 
Figure 3, which is in good agreement with the simulated and 
calculated results. The transmission spectra were measured by 
using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (VERTEX 70). 
It is worth mentioning that the polarizer that is used for con-
trolling the polarization state of the incident light in the experi-
ment is integrated in a gear system with a stepwise rotation of  
π/28. Figure 3a shows the experimental results of the transmit-
tance under linearly polarized illumination at different polari-
zation angles. The 50 nm redshift in the experimental results 
can be ascribed to minute structural differences between the 
designed bilayer metasurface and the fabricated one, which 
is due to the fabrication error. The experimental results of 
the transmittance as a function of the polarization angle 
α of the linearly polarized incident light at 1100, 1200, and 
1300 nm are shown in Figure 3b and are in good agreement 
with Equation (4) and the simulation results in Figure 2c. The 
significant improvement of the transmission ratio by utilizing 
the bilayer design is also validated by the experimental results 
shown in Figure 3c (and Figure S4 in the Supporting Infor-
mation). The minute shift in the transmission spectra is also 
attributed to the fabrication tolerances. The good agreement 
between the experimental results and the simulated results is 
mainly attributed to the alignment-free design and wide-angle 
optical response of the bilayer metasurface, which significantly 
reduces the challenges of the fabrication and measurement 
processes. We believe that the proposed bilayer metasurface 
provides an effective means for commercializing few-layer 
metasurfaces for light intensity manipulation and indicates a 
promising development for the design and fabrication of few-
layer metasurfaces on a larger scale.

Furthermore, according to Equation (4), the transmission 
intensity is a function of the polarization angle for linearly 
polarized incident light. Thus, we can change the polarization 
angle of the incident light to realize intensity manipulation of 
the transmitted light. Because the proposed bilayer metasurface 
is designed with a hexagonal unit cell, changing the polarization 
angle α of the incident light is equivalent to changing the orien-
tation angle θ (angle between the long axis of the nanorods and 
the x-axis) of the nanorods. Thus, for linearly polarized incident 
light with a fixed polarization angle, the intensity of the trans-
mitted light can be manipulated by changing the orientation 
angle θ of the nanorods. This indicates that the proposed bilayer 
metasurface can be utilized to realize manipulation of the spa-
tial distribution of the transmission intensity by independently 
designing the orientation angle of the nanorods in each unit 
cell. To validate this concept, we further propose the application 
of the proposed bilayer metasurface in the areas of microscale 
modulation of light intensity, gray imaging with high resolu-
tion, optical polarization encoding, and anti-counterfeiting.

First, we designed a gradient optical intensity filter based on 
the proposed bilayer metasurface by introducing a gradient to 
the orientation angles of the nanorods along the x-axis. A sche-
matic of the designed intensity filter is shown in Figure 4a. The 
designed intensity filter has ten separate areas in which the 
square of the sine value of the orientation angle sin2θ varies 
from 0 to 0.9 along the x-axis at a stepwise rate of 0.1. According 
to Equation (4), for x-polarized incident light, the transmission 
intensity in the proposed intensity filter will vary from 0 to 0.9A 
along the x-axis at a stepwise rate of 0.1A. Figure 4b shows the 
experimental results for the spatial distribution of the transmis-
sion intensity at 1200 nm, which is in good agreement with the 
calculated distribution in Figure 4a. This result validates that 
the proposed bilayer metasurface can be used for microscale 
modulation of light intensity. The spatial distribution of the 
transmission intensity in the proposed intensity filter can also 
be manipulated by changing the polarization angle of the lin-
early polarized incident light, which has also been validated by 
the experimental results shown in Figure 4c. Moreover, because 
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Figure 3. Experimental verification of the polarization-selective transmission of the designed bilayer metasurface. a) The experimental results of the 
transmittance under linearly polarized illumination with different polarization angles. b) The transmittance as a function of the polarization angle α of 
the linearly polarized incident light at 1100, 1200, and 1300 nm. The line denotes the I ∝ sin2α dependence. c) Comparison of the transmission ratio 
(tyy−txx)/tyy between metasurfaces with a single layer and a bilayer of the nanorods.
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the scale of the unit cell of the proposed bilayer metasurface is 
less than 1 µm, the proposed design can be utilized to realize 
manipulation of the transmission intensity on the microscale. 
We further designed a gray image based on the proposed bilayer 
metasurface for experimental validation. The schematic for the 
designed gray image (the school bell of Nankai University) is 
shown in Figure 4d. The designed image has 45 pixels in the 
x-direction and 52 pixels in the y-direction, and each pixel con-
sists of 5 × 5 unit cells of the bilayer metasurface with the same 
orientation angle θ (as shown in the inset SEM image). The trans-
mission intensity of the designed gray image has six different 
values that are associated with six different orientation angles 
for the nanorods. The experimental results of the gray image 
under x and y-polarized incident light at 1200 nm are shown 
in Figure 4e. The gray image under x-polarized illumination is 
in good agreement with the designed image, while the inten-
sity distribution is reversed for the y-polarized incident light. To 
obtain a good comparison between the designed image and the 
experimentally measured image, the size of the individual pixels 
in the gray image was designed to be ≈2 µm × 1.7 µm (5 × 5 
unit cells) with consideration for the resolution of our imaging 
system. Actually, the transmission intensity of each unit cell 
can be manipulated independently. The experimental results 
in Figure 4 validate that the proposed bilayer metasurface can 
be utilized to realize full manipulation of light intensity on the 
microscale, which can be widely used for microscale modulation 
of light intensity and gray imaging with high resolution.

The polarization-selective transmission in the proposed design 
also provides an alternative method for polarization-encoded 
imaging. To obtain polarization-encoded images with single 

and dual outputs, we utilized bilayer metasurfaces composed 
of three different basic nanostructures: x-nanorods (orientation 
angle θ equals 0°), y-nanorods (orientation angle θ equals 90°), 
and cross-nanorods (a combination of the x and y-nanorods), 
as shown in Figure 5a. The simulated and experimental results 
of the transmittance of these three encoding units under x and 
y-polarized illumination are shown in Figure 5b–e. The experi-
mental results are in good agreement with the simulated results. 
These results indicate that the bilayer metasurface composed of 
y-nanorods is transparent (the transmittance is equal to that of 
the substrate) under x-polarized illumination at ≈1200 nm, while 
there is almost no transmittance in the bilayer metasurfaces 
composed of x-nanorods and cross-nanorods. For y-polarized 
incident light, the bilayer metasurface composed of x-nanorods 
is transparent at ≈1200 nm, while there is almost no transmit-
tance in the bilayer metasurfaces composed of the y-nanorods 
and cross-nanorods. Thus, we can treat the bilayer metasur-
face composed of y-nanorods as element “1” and the bilayer 
metasurfaces composed of x-nanorods and cross-nanorods as 
element “0” for x-polarized incident light. For y-polarized inci-
dent light, we can accordingly treat the bilayer metasurface 
composed of x-nanorods as element “1” and the bilayer meta-
surfaces composed of y-nanorods and cross-nanorods as ele-
ment “0.” To validate this treatment visually, the experimental 
results for the imaging of periodic bilayer metasurfaces com-
posed of the three different encoding units under x and y-polar-
ized illumination are shown in Figure 5f. Schematics for the 
designed encoded images with both single (left design) and dual 
(right design) outputs are shown in Figure 5g. The inset of the 
SEM image shows the design details. The experimental results 
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Figure 4. Manipulation of the transmission intensity on the microscale with the designed bilayer metasurface. a) A schematic of the designed 
gradient optical intensity filter and the corresponding calculated results for the transmission intensity distribution under x-polarized illumination 
(using Equation (4) while assuming A equals 1). The designed filter has ten separate regions in which sin2θ (where θ is the orientation angle of 
the nanorods) varies from 0 to 0.9 at a stepwise rate of 0.1. b) The experimental results of the transmission intensity distribution under x-polarized 
illumination at 1200 nm. c) The variation of the transmission intensity distribution under linearly polarized illumination with different polarization 
angles at 1200 nm. d) Schematic of the designed gray image (the school bell of Nankai University). The designed image has 45 pixels in the x-direction 
and 52 pixels in the y-direction, and each pixel consists of 5 × 5 unit cells of the bilayer metasurface with the same orientation angle θ. The bilayer 
nanorods constructing the image can be divided into six types in which the square of the sine value of the orientation angle θ is equal to 0, 0.2, 0.4, 
0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. e) The experimental results of the gray image under x and y-polarized illumination at 1200 nm.
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for polarization-encoded imaging with a single output are shown 
in Figure 5h. The designed image emerges under x-polarized 
incident light. It is worth mentioning that the transmittances of 
the bilayer metasurfaces composed of x and y-nanorods under 
illumination with natural light are the same, which will result 
in a natural hiding of the encoded image. This can be indirectly 
validated by the experimental results under circularly polarized 
incident light shown in Figure 5h. The experimental results of 
polarization-encoding imaging with dual outputs are shown in 
Figure 5i. Two independent images emerge under x and y-polar-
ized incident light. We also investigated polarization-encoded 
imaging under linearly polarized illumination at different polari-
zation angles (see Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). The 
results in Figure 5h,i are in good agreement with the designed 
results, which expands the applications of the proposed metas-
urface to include polarization-encoded imaging.

The proposed bilayer metasurface can also be used for 
optical anti-counterfeiting by utilizing the polarization con-
version effect. Figure 6a,b shows the simulated results for 
txx and tyx of the bilayer metasurfaces as a function of the ori-
entation angle θ of the nanorods at 1100, 1200, and 1300 nm. 
The results indicate the existence of a polarization conversion 
effect (tyx ≠ 0) in the proposed bilayer metasurfaces when the 

long axis of the nanorods is not along the x or y-axis. The 
polarization conversion effect in the bilayer metasurfaces 
is maximized when the orientation angle of the nanorods is 
equal to 45°. Based on this polarization conversion effect, we 
chose three bilayer metasurfaces composed of nanorods with 
orientation angles equal to 0°, 45°, and 90° to realize optical 
anti-counterfeiting by combining two quick response (QR) 
codes. A schematic of the designed counterfeit-proof QR code 
is shown in Figure 6c. The designed counterfeit-proof QR code 
has 41 pixels in the x-direction and 48 pixels in the y-direc-
tion, and each pixel consists of 5 × 5 unit cells of the bilayer 
metasurface with the same orientation angle θ. The designed  
counterfeit-proof QR code is a combination of QR code 1 
(presenting information for the word “nankai”) and QR code 
2 (presenting information for the word “metasurfaces”). The 
gray area in the counterfeit-proof QR code is identical to  
the white area in QR code 2, while the black and white area in  
the counterfeit-proof QR code is identical to the corresponding 
area in QR code 1. The experimental results of the counter-
feit-proof QR code are shown in Figure 6d. When illuminated 
with natural light, the transmittances of the bilayer metasur-
faces composed of nanorods with orientation angles equal to 
0°, 45°, and 90° are the same, which results in a natural hiding 
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Figure 5. Optical polarization-encoded imaging with the designed bilayer metasurfaces. a) The designed encoding units: bilayer nanorods with the 
long axes along the x (x-nanorod) and y (y-nanorod) directions and bilayer cross-nanorods. b) Simulated and d) experimental results of the transmit-
tance of the encoding units under x-polarized illumination. c) Simulated and e) experimental results of the transmittance of the encoding units under 
y-polarized illumination. f) Schematic for the optical polarization encoding. Inset: Captured images of the periodic bilayer metasurfaces composed 
of different encoding units under x and y-polarized illumination. g) Schematic of the designed optical polarization-encoded image composed of two 
and three coding units. The inset SEM image is taken from the area inside the red boundary. h) The experimental results for the polarization-encoded 
image composed of two coding units under circularly polarized and x-polarized illumination at 1200 nm. i) The experimental results of the polarization-
encoded image composed of three coding units under x and y-polarized illumination at 1200 nm.
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of the encoded image. This can be indirectly validated by the 
experimental results under circularly polarized incident light. 
For x-polarized incident light, there is no transmittance in the 
area composed of nanorods with an orientation angle equal to 
0°; the area composed of nanorods with an orientation angle 
equal to 45° is semitransparent, while the area composed of 
nanorods with an orientation angle equal to 90° is transparent. 
For y-polarized incident light, the intensity distribution is 
reversed for the areas composed of nanorods with orientation 
angles equal to 0° and 90°. We also experimentally investigated 
the imaging of the counterfeit-proof QR code under linearly 
polarized illumination with different polarization angles (see 
Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). These results indi-
cate that the information cannot be decrypted under natural 
light or polarized light. The information can only be decrypted 
under x or y-polarized incident light by adding an analyzer 
whose transmission axis is orthogonal to the polarization direc-
tion of the incident light. The results presented in Figure 6 and 
Figure S6 (Supporting Information) validate that the proposed 
bilayer metasurfaces can be utilized to realize optical anti-
counterfeiting in the near-infrared band.

Ascribed to the broadband optical response of the pro-
posed bilayer metasurfaces, all the mentioned applications 
are possible over a broad wavelength range. Figure 7 shows  
the experimental results of the designed devices for microscale 
modulation of light intensity, gray imaging with high resolu-
tion, optical polarization encoding, and anti-counterfeiting 
at different wavelengths. The results confirm that the optical 
functionalities of the designed devices remain constant over 
a broad wavelength range, which is quite beneficial for their 
practical application. The minute differences between the 
images in Figure 7d are attributed to the fabrication tolerances 

of the bilayer metasurface composed of cross-nanorods, which 
can be verified by the experimental measurement results in 
Figure 5e.

In conclusion, we proposed the design specifications, simu-
lated demonstrations, and experimental validations of bilayer 
metasurfaces for full and broadband transmission intensity 
manipulation of linearly polarized light in the near-infrared 
region. The realization of full and broadband transmission 
intensity manipulation of linearly polarized light is ascribed to 
the polarization-selective transmission in the proposed bilayer 
metasurfaces. The simulated results indicate that the proposed 
bilayer metasurfaces can be treated as a linear polarizer from 
1050 to 1350 nm with a greater than 98% transmission ratio 
and a greater than 90% working efficiency. The experimental 
results are in good agreement with the simulated results. We 
also demonstrate that the optical response of the proposed 
bilayer metasurfaces is wide-angle and has a low requirement 
for the alignment of the two layers. Based on these results, we 
further demonstrate that the transmission intensity of linearly 
polarized light can be fully manipulated on the microscale by 
independently adjusting the orientation angle of each nanorod 
in the proposed bilayer metasurface. We experimentally vali-
date that the proposed bilayer metasurfaces, which have the 
advantages of a compact design, a simple structure, having low 
cost, being alignment free, having broadband and wide-angle 
optical response, can be widely used for microscale modulation 
of light intensity, gray imaging with high resolution, optical 
polarization encoding, and anti-counterfeiting. Compared with 
well-known wire-grid polarizers, our approach can realize not 
only full and broadband polarization-selective transmission in 
the near-infrared region but also arbitrary and broadband trans-
mission intensity manipulation of linearly polarized light on 
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Figure 6. Optical anti-counterfeiting with the designed bilayer metasurfaces. The simulated results of the modular square tij = |Tij|2 of the transmis-
sion coefficients of the bilayer metasurfaces as a function of the orientation angle θ of the nanorods at 1100, 1200, and 1300 nm: a) txx and b) tyx. 
The lines in (a) and (b) denote the Ixx ∝ (1–cos(2θ))2 and Iyx ∝ sin2(2θ) dependence, respectively. c) Schematic of the designed counterfeit-proof QR 
code. The designed QR code has 41 pixels in the x-direction and 48 pixels in the y-direction, and each pixel consists of 5 × 5 unit cells of the bilayer 
metasurface with the same orientation angle θ. The designed QR code consists of three types of bilayer metasurfaces in which the orientation angle θ 
of the nanorods is 0°, 45°, and 90°. d) The experimental results of the QR code under illumination with different polarization states at 1200 nm (the 
last image is obtained under x-polarized illumination with an analyzer along the y-axis).
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the microscale, which provides an effective means for the com-
mercialization of few-layer metasurfaces for microscale light 
intensity manipulation.

Experimental Section
Sample Fabrication: The proposed bilayer metasurfaces were fabricated 

by electron-beam lithography (EBL) and Al lift-off processes (as shown 
in Figure S7 in the Supporting Information). A 200 nm thick ZEP520A 
positive electron-beam resist was initially spin-coated onto a microscope 
glass slide, and then the nanorod pattern was exposed using an EBL 
system (RAITH 150) at 30 keV. After exposure, the sample was developed 
in n-amyl acetate for 60 s, rinsed with isopropanol, and then blown dry 
using pure nitrogen. A 30 nm thick Al film was subsequently deposited 
by using an electron-beam evaporator (Temescal BJD-2000). After the 
resist was removed by means of a ZEP remover (ZDMAC), the first Al 
nanorod layer was created. A 130 nm thick layer of the SU-8 polymer was 
then spin-coated onto the sample and UV-cured. The second nanorod 
layer in Al was prepared by repeating the EBL and Al lift-off processes. 

Finally, a 130 nm thick layer of the SU-8 polymer was spin-coated on top 
of the sample and UV-cured. Each of the eight completed metasurfaces 
was less than 100 µm × 100 µm in size. In addition, the misalignment 
between the two layers of nanorods was less than 100 nm, which was 
verified by high-resolution SEM imaging of the top view of the fabricated 
sample (see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information).

Experimental Measurements: The transmission spectra were measured 
by using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (VERTEX 70). The 
spectral data were acquired with OPUS 6.0 software. Air was used as the 
reference for measuring the transmittance. The measurements of the 
images were based on a home-built microscope, as shown in Figure S9 
in the Supporting Information. The light source was a supercontinuum 
laser (NKT SuperK EXR-20), and the laser beam was collimated with 
a fiber collimator. Then, the collimated beam was passed through an 
achromatic quarter-wave plate (B. Halle Nachfl) to generate a circularly 
polarized beam. Then, the collimated beam was passed through a 
broadband infrared polarizer (Sigma SPFN-30c-26). The collimated 
beam traveled through air onto the substrate of the metasurface. The 
output light from the sample was collected with an objective (Sigma NIR 
plan apo 50 ×, NA = 0.67), another broadband infrared polarizer (Sigma 
SPFN-30c-26), and an InGaAs camera (HAMAMATSU InGaAs C10633). 

Adv. Optical Mater. 2019, 7, 1900260

Figure 7. The performance of the designed bilayer metasurfaces at different wavelengths. a) The experimental results of the transmission intensity 
distribution in the designed gradient optical intensity filter (Figure 4a) under x-polarized illumination at different wavelengths. b) The experimental 
results of the designed gray image (Figure 4d) under x-polarized illumination at different wavelengths. c) The experimental results of the polarization-
encoded image (Figure 5g) composed of two coding units under circularly and x-polarized illumination at different wavelengths. d) The experimental 
results of the polarization-encoded image (Figure 5i) composed of three coding units under x-polarized and y-polarized illumination at different wave-
lengths. e) The experimental results of the counterfeit-proof QR code (Figure 6c) with the analyzer along the y-axis (under x-polarized illumination at 
different wavelengths).
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The images were obtained with the software for the InGaAs camera. The 
broadband infrared polarizer in the beam collection section was only 
used for the measurements of the QR code images.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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